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Chateaux Des Amerois (Mothers of Darkness Castle
1:56 AM | Posted by Illuminati Researcher | Edit Post

Chateau Des Amerois - MKULTRA, Illuminati Castle

Mothers Of Darkness Castle (rescued Images)
I guess I have an obsession with this castle, it appears
that the owner does everything that they can to keep it
invisible. Almost every image of it has been removed
from the internet, as soon as a good video appears
about it on Youtube it is aken down. The images here
have been rescued from Google's cache, the view of the
castle on Google Maps is interesting, it appears as a
nondescript blue blob.

The images here have been rescued from Google's
cache, the view of the castle on Google Maps is
interesting (see left), it appears as a nondescript blue
blob.

I've discovered through research that the castle is
owned by Solvay, the people who provide us with
controversial antidepressant, for example Prozac and
Paroxetine. Drugs wh ich have been held responsible
for the spurge of mass killings being witnessed in
schools and universities around the world. Solvay also
provide Children's camps across the globe and
interestingly in Brussels. Would you trust these people
to look after your child?

Data for Child Focus, Belgium

In 2008, Child Focus' case managers dealt with 2177
missing persons and sexual abuse files, involving in
total 2388 children. Of these cases:

1 041 files concerning runaways (1 053 children); of which 47% concern children between 13 and
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15, and 12% concern children below 13;
435 files concerned parental abductions (331 children);
351 files concerned missing unaccompanied migrant minors;
49 files concerned an effective abduction by a third person, of which 3 concerned abductions by
total strangers;
21 files concerned lost or otherwise missing children (24 children);
280 files concerned cases of sexual abuse of children (294 children), of which nearly 60% concerned
children below 12

Brussels throws out McCann's appeal for European missing child alert system

This article is interesting because Kate and Gerry McCann's appeal for an alert system to assist in finding
missing children was rejected and instead member states will set up their own systems and work together to
alert border officials and foreign police forces more quickly following child abductions.

This is a nonsense, obviously the best system would be a centralized database which authorities could access in
the advent of a missing child, thereby having immediate access to the data rather than decentralized systems
which do not work together. I find it horrifying to discover that you have more chance of finding a missing car
than a missing child. There is something is a bit fishy here isn't there? Could it be that all these high profile
individuals, Royal family members, politicians et al, do not want their perverse pedophilia games to end and they
will do anything to enable their activities.

Look up the Detroux affair

A massive pedophile network came to light and was
hushed up and 20 key witnesses "Commited Suicide"

Belgium Pedophilia Scandal /Did Authorities Cover Up
Its Scope?
Barry James, International Herald Tribune , 16/12/1999

BRUSSELS - In Belgium, the X-Files refer not to the U.S.
television series but to a series of horrific witness
accounts of an alleged pedophile network.
The five women and the male transvestite who testified
anonymously in Belgium under the code-name ''X ''
described an underworld of snuff movies and
sadomasochist torture
that was almost impossible to believe. And they said
that politicians and other highly
placed members of society were involved.

The conventional wisdom is that the witnesses were either deranged or were recounting
fantasies. It was, in the jargon of psychiatrists, a bad case of false-memory syndrome.

• But a new book by three crime reporters, ''The X-Files: What Belgium Was Not
Supposed to Know About the Dutroux Affair,'' published in French and Dutch in
November, asserts that the X-witnesses were more credible than the conventional
wisdom suggests. 

The cover up was so obvious that 300,000 Belgiums went to the streets to protest against the way the
investigation was conducted. At least 3 families of the victims have been convinced there is a massive cover up
and at least 20 crucial witness have 'committed suicide'. It seems to be very hard to get access to these X-files.
Maybe that has to do with the fact that many senior officials have been named as participants in the above
crimes, including members of the royal family and at least one former European Commissioner (name hasn't
been made public). At the moment, I don't see how Springmeier or Wheeler could have gained access to these
secret hearings, but we'll see where this story goes in the future. I'll also check out the place the first time I'm
getting near it. The chateau is not named in the usual lists of Belgium castles. Pictures and references are in very
short supply. (It's kept very well hidden 
, just why is that? unless these people have something to hide!)

Chateau des Amerois The castle was owned by Prince Philipp von Saxe-Coburg-Gotha and later by the Solvay
family. The Solvay family is one of the leading industrial families of Europe (producer of medicines, plastics, and
chemicals like fluor). In their 1996 book, Fritz Springmeier and Cisco Wheeler (very unsure what to think of their
information) referred to it as the 'Mothers of Darkness castle'.

Documentation which indicates that The Solvay family still own the castle. See following Hunting permit:

This obscure castle does indeed exist and has been named in late 1996 and early 1997 by at least one 'X'
survivor of the Dutroux affair as a place where nasty things happened. Different witnesses who described child
torture, child rape, child molestation, child hunting, and child murder have been declared 'mad', but only after
all the original investigators were suddenly replaced. There were also multiple claims of sex parties that were
held in different castles. It didn't matter that the witness accounts included many verifiable corroborative details
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17 comments:

echinus said...

for more information about the chateau amerois go to this page:
http://www.chateauamerois.com/

September 20, 2009 at 7:40 AM 
Cazart said...

Very interesting. However, the Google Maps picture is not a "nondescript blue blob", it's clearly water.
The actual castle is situated a little to the right of it. try these coordinates:

49.748461, 5.151034

October 21, 2009 at 6:51 AM 
Paul said...

This castle was owned by Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, this was also the name of the British royal family till they
changed it in 1917.

Maybe this is why everything is so secret about it, they don't want to be implicated in the terrible sick
crimes. I always knew they were evil.

November 27, 2009 at 7:26 PM 
el midgetron said...

Mother of Darkness castle can be seen on Google Maps. The coordinates I have found for it on the net
are just alittle off. The "blue blob" actually appears to be a pond on the castle's grounds (near the
entrance). 

At the following url is a screen shot showing the location of the "blue blob" and mother of darkness
castle.

http://i290.photobucket.com/albums/ll267/el_midgetron/mother%20of%20darkness/layoout.jpg

The next image contains a comparison of the site with 2 postcard views of mother of darkness castle -

http://i290.photobucket.com/albums/ll267/el_midgetron/mother%20of%20darkness/layoout2.jpg

The castle's grounds are extensive and contain several smaller buildings. Here is the exact google
coordinates -

49.748374,5.151

January 15, 2010 at 11:05 PM 
UK Motorbike Blogs said...

Hi, You are totally correct about your assumptions. It IS the royalty of Europe and the Elite businessmen
and Politicians of the world keeping these things quiet as too many times the spotlight has got quite
close and theyve had to kill all the witnesses etc.

Look up the "Franklin Cover-Up", this website;
https://wikispooks.com/ISGP/dutroux/Belgian_X_dossiers_of_the_Dutroux_affair.htm

and I have many more files about these hideous creatures kidnapping, raping, torturing and killing our
babies. Children should be given EVERY amount of protection needed to ensure Evil satanists such as
these demons never get within a 100 miles of them, yet OUR police, politicians and judges seem to not
give a damn what happens to children! WHY would that BE???? ONLY 1 reason makes perfect sense, they
want to continue their satanic rituals as it brings them closer to their Evil Lords.

Make as much noise as you can, but never stop telling your friends where this info is on the Net, as
without us even more kids will be treated as sex slaves and made to perform sex acts with these
hideous evil old men who rule our countries.

REMEMBER God is on OUR SIDE!!

ps; also try these websites too: http://www.whale.to/b/snuff_films.html

http://www.jesus-is-savior.com/False%20Religions/Illuminati/waterhouse_report.htm

June 9, 2012 at 4:45 PM 
Gra R. Carter said...

The castle's mentioned in the novel THE ILLUMINATI KID CAN SAVE YOU - but it's been given a slightly
different name. Not a place you'd want to visit.

July 19, 2012 at 11:05 AM 
Unknown said...

and helped solve a couple of previous child murders.

Please do whatever research you can to expose this disgusting group of people, information appears everday
about Satanic Ritual Abuse and everyday the information disappears, or get's buried on the Internet. Set up
some Google Alerts about the Mothers of Darkness castle and publish the information on your blog, before it
get's taken down.

Please comment on this blog, I could do with some help to expose these people.

Many thanks :)

Labels: detroux affair, mothers of darkness castle, satanic ritual abuse and secret societies
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Hey, nice site you have here! Keep up the excellent work!

Send Gifts to your Mother in Chennai 

September 27, 2012 at 4:38 AM 
occultologist said...

In the ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic language, the word "AMER" --- as in AMER-ica, or AMER-ois ---
indicated "A SACRIFICIAL VICTIM!" This place might be the REAL "Ground Zero". Witchcraft rules this
world; that's why George Washington was sworn in on "THE WITCHES' SABBATH" known as Walpurgis
Night (April 30th/May 1st). It's also why George W. Bush (Skull & Bones) was reading "My Pet Goat"
during 9/11 --- an obvious occult signature! (Divide the Mass of the Sun by the Days in the Solar Year
& you get 911! Also, a Nautical Mile divided by 666 gives you 911!)

August 5, 2013 at 4:43 PM 
Jan rokkjær said...

One of my long lost documents showed that there is 3 owners a violinist from Germany and a Lady is all
i remember

August 23, 2014 at 12:00 PM 
lee woo said...

Hope is being able to see that there is light despite all of the darkness. See the link below for more info.

#darkness
www.ufgop.org

September 7, 2015 at 12:31 AM 
Denise Bundy said...

BURN ALL THE MORMONS.

January 2, 2016 at 9:30 PM 
Denise Bundy said...

BURN ALL THE MORMONS IN GAS CHAMBERS.

January 2, 2016 at 9:30 PM 
Denise Bundy said...

YOU HUMANS DO NOT HAVE HOPE : GET ON YOUR HUMAN KNEES AND PRAY . sex slaves DIE PUBLICLY
NUDE .

January 2, 2016 at 9:32 PM 
Denise Bundy said...

BUSH WHORES SPLAYED OR BEAST MARKED IN THEIR REMEDIAL WHITE TRASH AJANAS.

January 2, 2016 at 9:33 PM 
Denise Bundy said...

YOU TRASHIES PROMISED 85% DEPOPULUOS.

January 2, 2016 at 9:35 PM 
Denise Bundy said...

LET US TALK ABOuT WIDE OPEN SPACES AND MINIMAL AMOUNTS OF humans.

January 2, 2016 at 9:41 PM 
Denise Bundy said...

GREAT NIGGERS : LETS GO DOWN TO 1 %.

January 2, 2016 at 9:42 PM 
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